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Report on your work placement experience # Speaking in interaction

Here is a conversation between three 15-year-old students after their week-long internship. Read, readapt to your needs and play out!

Amy: Hey guys, how was your internship week?

Ted: It was awesome! I got to work at the sports equipment shop, and I even got to test out some new gear.

Zac: Nice! I was at the pharmacy, and let me tell you, it was busier than I expected. But I learned so much about different medications and how they're dispensed.

Amy: That sounds interesting! I was with an architect, and it was so cool seeing how they design buildings. I even got to help with some sketches.

Ted: Wow, that's amazing! Did you guys have any memorable moments during your internships?

Zac: Yeah, there was this one time at the pharmacy when a customer came in with a really complicated prescription. It was challenging, but we managed to figure it out 

with the pharmacist's help.

Amy: For me, it was when we visited a construction site with the architect. Seeing the building in progress and imagining how it would look when it's finished was 

surreal.

Ted: The highlight for me was when I got to try out some new sports equipment before it hit the shelves. It felt like being a professional athlete for a moment!

Zac: It's so cool how we all got to experience different aspects of the working world. I feel like I learned a lot about potential career paths.

Amy: Definitely! I'm even more excited now to explore different options and see where my interests lie.

Ted: Same here! Who knows, maybe one day we'll all end up working together on a project, combining our different skills and experiences.

Zac: That would be awesome! But for now, let's just enjoy being back in school and sharing our internship stories with everyone else.


